Jeffery Hall

Shading Colour Legend:
Lab space:  
Lab support area:  
Office Space:  
Central classrooms:  
Departmental classrooms/seminar rooms:  
Departmental study space:  
Central computing facilities:  

Border Colour Legend:
Math & Stats:  
Information Tech Services:  

*Unlabeled rooms are non-assignable  
*For use of corridors, common areas, and washrooms, refer to guidelines  
*Unless specified, occupancies are calculated using the 1 person per 18.5 m² guideline  
*When furniture layout is known, occupancies have been calculated using 2m separation metric
Level 2
(First Basement)

*Increased capacity based on information provided by the department of math and statistics.
Level 3
(Ground Floor)

*Increased capacity based on information provided by the department of math and statistics.